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The Colorado Spring Retreat was an excellent experience because it was a great time of 

Christian fellowship and spiritual edification. Monday morning about sixty people registered and we all 

headed off to go bowling. After bowling we split off into four discussion groups where we discussed 

being a role model. It was an excellent discussion because we were able to define what a Christian role 

model is and we were able to identify many practical actions that entail being a Christian role model. 

Tuesday morning we gathered in the chapel for a short song service. In the afternoon we all 

went hiking up the Twin Sisters mountain. Only about half of the people made it to the top since it was 

such a laborious climb. In the evening we went to the chapel and heard Rev. VanBaren’s speech on 

“The First Love.” This was an excellent speech because it explained what the first love is not only for 

all Christians in general but also specifically for the church at Ephesus and for our own PR churches. 

Wednesday we prepared for debates which directly followed the preparation. The first debate 

was on birth control, whether we can use it or not. The debating groups finally concluded that we 

should not use birth control except in special cases like when the mother could die. In those cases we 

decided that abstinence was the honorable, God-given way but that it might be necessary for other 

means to be implemented. The second debate was on whether or not speaking in tongues exists yet 

today. It was concluded that speaking in tongues ceased to exist about the time of the death of the 

apostles. 

In the afternoon most people went snow shoeing which was quite a riot because we would go 

climbing up hills and then go sledding down in whatever manner we felt like. In the evening we heard 

Prof. Hanko’s excellent speech on “The Loss of the First Love.” One of the important points in his 

speech was that a church can regain its lost first love but it cannot regain the truth once it loses it. Rev. 

VanBaren’s speech fit well with this speech because we could compare our own lives to see if we had 

lost our first love. 

Throughout the entire retreat there was a lot of fellowship, often times in the form of pranks, 

but still in good fun. Most people didn’t get a lot of sleep, but that’s because they didn’t want to miss 

anything. All in all everybody enjoyed the wonderful time out there because of the wonderful 

fellowship and spiritual edification. ❖ 
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